
It is important for children to learn the differences between right and wrong at an early age. 
Punishment is necessary to help them learn this distinction. Agree or disagree?? What sort of 
punishment should be allowed to use?

Parents certainly are the best educators in their children’s lives. They have used different 
ways to deter them from following the wrong ways at an early age. I personally believe that 
both parents and teachers should guide children throughout their childhood as they might 
unconsciously get into dangerous situations.

One point which I believe to be absolutely pivotal is the fact that parents as the first teachers 
are responsible for correcting and guiding their kids. Exposed to the critical circumstances, 
not only must they preserve protect their children but also they should show them the right 
way. At the same time, in my belief, parents and teachers should not prohibit children from 
experiencing new things which would help them to become more creative and adventurer. 
The distinction between preservation protection and limitation is hardly clear-cut, which 
means that Parents should give their children a rational upbringing rather than strict, hence a 
more prosperous and creative future generation.

There are various ways how to learn teach children good behavior and prevent them from 
bad ones. Depending on circumstances, these ways could be different, ranging from 
education and reminding warning to punishments either withdrawal of privileges or physical 
punishment. While corporal punishment is frowned upon by many these days, I am firmly 
convinced that physical forms of punishment are often the most effective way of behavior 
management. Alternatives to it would be preventing them from talking to their parents for a 
certain time or depriving them from of their interesting entertainments. Because children 
break the law without either incentive or motive and also the environment of school and 
home may affect on their acts, these punishments should be imposed logically predicating 
predicated on their ages.

In conclusion, I believe parents and teachers should train kids in different aspects of their 
lives and in this way some certain punishments would be entirely justified.


